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Abstract. For languages recognized by finite automata we dispose of two formalisms: regular 
expressions (Kleene, 1956) and logical formulas (BiJchi, 1960). In the case of Petri net languages 
there is no formalism like regular expressions. In this paper we give a B/ichi-like theorem which 
characterizes Petri net languages in terms of second-order logical formulas. This characterization 
has two advantages: (1) It situates exactly the power of Petri nets with respect o finite automata; 
roughly speaking, Petri nets are finite automata plus the ability of testing if a string of parenthesis 
is well formed (in this paper 'parenthesis' always means the usual one sort of parentheses). 
(2) Given a language, it enables us to easily prove that it is a Petri net language. 
In addition we prove that Petri net languages and deadlock languages coincide. 
Introduction 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives basic definitions (Section 1.1), 
languages of Petri nets (Section 1.2), and normalization of Petri nets (Section 1.3). 
In Section 2, a logical characterization f Petri net languages is given. In Section 
3, the main arguments of the theorems from Section 2 are proven. Section 4 concludes 
with some remarks on the use of the logical formalism (Section 4.1) and on the 
difference between Petri net languages and weak Petri net languages. 
The following standard notations will be used. A natural number n also denotes 
the set {0 , . . . ,  n - 1}. The cardinality of a set A is always written ]AI. Letters with 
overbar indicate finite sequences; in particular, ti ~ A means that ti is a finite sequence 
of elements of A. If ~0 is a formula, then ~o()~, 2) indicates that all free set variables 
of ~0 are among )(  and all free individual variables of ~o are among 2. If L is a 
language over an alphabet Z, then CL = ~* \L  denotes the complement of L. 
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1. Prel iminaries on Petri nets 
1.1. Basic definitions 
A Petri net is a tuple R = (P, T,f, b) where P = {P l , . . . ,  Pr} is a fn i te  set of places, 
T= {t l , . . . ,  ts} a finite set of transitions, f :  P x T->[~ a forward incidence function, 
and b" P x T--> [~ a backward incidence function. 
A marking of P is a mapping M : P --> •; if M(p)  = i, we say that place p contains 
i tokens. A transition t is said to be firable at a marking M iff for all places p e P 
we have M(p)>~f(p,  t), which is denoted M(t).  I f  a firable transit ion t fires, it 
takes, for each place p ~ P, f (p ,  t) tokens from p and adds b(p, t) tokens to p. The 
resulting marking M'  is such that, for all p ~ P, M ' (p )= M(p) - f (p ,  t)+ b(p, t), 
and one writes: M(t )M' .  An ordering on markings is defined by: M 1<~ M2 iff, for 
all i<~ r, Ml(p,)<~ M2(pi). 
A sequence ?= ( t l , . . . ,  tn)~ T is a firing sequence at marking M~ if there exist 
markings ME, . . . ,Mn+l  such that, for all i<~n, Mi(ti)Mi+l; a short notation is 
t3 Mn+l. 
We call A the set of  arcs of R, defined by A={(p , t ) l f (p , t )>~l}u  
{(t,p) lb(p, t)>~ 1}, and we write p-->f(P't) t or t--->b(P't) p for elements of A. When 
f (p,  t) or b(p, t) is one, we omit the valuation of the arc. 
For a given place p c P, the set I (p)  of input transitions is {t ~ T] (p, t) ~ A} and 
the set O(p) of output transitions is {t ~ T] (t, p) ¢ A}. 
1.2. Languages of Petri nets 
Languages over an alphabet 2 are associated to Petri nets by labelling the 
transitions by letters of  ~ and by specifying some initial and final conditions on 
markings. 
A A-free labelled Petri net is a Petri net R together with a A-free labelling of T 
in the alphabet ~, e : T-> 2 ;  a marking of P, called initial marking, Mo, and a finite 
set of markings, called final markings, F. 
In this paper, when we mention a Petri net R we always mean a A-free labelled 
Petri net R = (P, T,f, b, e, Mo, F) and, when we modify it in a Petri net R' or R1, 
we assume R '= (P', T ' , f ' ,  b', e', M~, F') or Rl = (/)1, Tl,fl ,  bl, el, Mo,, F1). 
We extend the labell ing to sequences of transition by setting e(t~,. . . ,  t , )= 
e( tOe( t2) . . . e(t~). 
The language of R is defined by 
L(R)  = {w ~ ,Y+[ 3Mr ~ F 3 T~ T + Mo(t-)Mf and e(t-) = w}. 
The class L of all such languages is called class of Petri net languages. 
The deadlock language of  R is defined by 
T(R)  ={w .Y+I3M N " 3~ T +, Mo(t)M, e(T) = w 
and no transition is firable at M}.  
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The class T of all such languages is called class of Petri net deadlock languages. 
The weak language of  R is defined by 
G(R)  ={w~Z*[3M~N r 3MI~ F 3~ T + Mo(t)M,  M >~ M I and e(~-) -- w}. 
The class G of all such languages is called class of weak Petri net languages. 
Remark. We follow Peterson [4] by designing these classes by L, T, and G; other 
authors (Valk and Vidal-Naquet, cf. [6]) use ~o instead of L. 
1.3. Normalization of Petri nets 
In order to obtain a clearer proof of the logical characterization we shall consider 
all Petri nets in a normal form. We say that a Petri net R is normal if it satisfies 
the following properties: 
(P1): the forward and backward incidence functions of R take their values in {0, 1}, 
(P2): the initial and final markings of R take their values in {0, 1}. 
Proposition 1.1. Let R be an arbitrary Petri net. Then there is a normal Petri net R' 
such that L( R ) = L( R') and G( R ) = G( R'). 
Remark. It is known how to associate to an arbitrary Petri net a Petri net satisfying 
(P1) using A-labelled transitions [1, 5]. But, opposed to automata, for Petri nets the 
addition of A-labelled transitions modifies the associated class of languages. The 
proof of the next lemma gives a new construction ot using A-labelled transitions. 
The proof of Proposition 1.1 follows from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. 
Lemma 1.2. Let R be an arbitrary Petri net. Then there is a Petri net RI satisfying 
(P1) such that L(R)  = L(R~) and G(R)  = G(R~). 
Proof. Let Q _ P be the set of places q for which there exists at least one transition 
t with f(q,  t )>  1 or b(q, t )>  1. We proceed by induction on [Q[; thus, we just have 
to indicate how to decrease this number by one. Let q~Q and n= 
sup{ie[~13t~ Tf (q ,  t) = i or b(q, t )= i}. We transform R into a net R' with Q '= 
Q\{q}. 
First replace q by n new places qo, . . . ,  qn-1. For each transition t ~ l (q )  u O(q) 
let (Di)i<n, and (Ej)j<,,,, be enumerations of the subsets of{qo, • • •, q,,-1} with f(q,  t) 
and b(q, t) elements respectively, and replace t by ntm, transitions (to)i<,,,j<=, with 
the same label as t and such that, for all (i, j): 
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(i) the arcs between tij and the old places p ~ P\{q} are the same as those between 
t and these places, 
(ii) we add the arcs r ~ t~j and t~j ~ s for all r ~ Di, s ~ Ej. 
(Note that i f f (q ,  t) = 0 or b(q, t) = 0, then n, = 1 and Do = 0 (respectively m, = 1, 
Eo=0).)  
Write Mo(q) as nm + m' with m, m'~ ~, m'< n. The new initial marking M~ is 
given by M~ e\(q~ = Mo, M'o(q~) = m + 1 for i < m' and M'o(qg) = m for m'~ < i < n. 
Instead of each My ~ F we take a marking M} which satisfies M}I p\(q~ = My and 
E ,<,M}(q , )=My(q) .  [] 
Lemma 1.3. Let R be a Petri net satisfying (P1). Then there is a normal Petri net R~ 
such that L( R ) = L( R~) and G( R ) = G( R~). 
Proof. Let Q c_ p be the set of  places p for which there exists a marking M ~ F w {Mo} 
such that M(p)> 1. We proceed by induction on [QI; thus, we just have to indicate 
how to decrease this number by one. Let q ~ Q and n = sup{M(q) [M c F u {M0}}. 
In order to transform R into a net R' with Q '= Q\{q}, we replace q by n new 
places qo , - . . ,  q,,-i and each transit ion t~ I (q )w O(q) by n new transitions 
to , . . . ,  t~_~ with the same label as t and such that, for all i < n" 
(i) the arcs between qi and the old transitions ~ T \ ( I (q )  u O(q)) are the same 
as those between q and s, 
(ii) for all t ~ I (q )u  O(q), the arcs between t~ and the old places are the same 
as those between t and these places and the arcs between q~ and t~ are the same as 
those between q and t. 
We obtain the new initial marking M~ by setting M~I p\{q} ~- Mo, M~(q~) = 1 for 
i < Mo(q) and M~(q~) = 0 for Mo(q) <~ i < n. 
Instead of each My~ F we take a marking M~ satisfying MfrIp\~q~=Ms, 
Y.,<,M'y(q,)= My(q) and, for all i<n ,  M~(q,)~<l. [] 
2. Logical characterization of Petri net languages 
2.1. Interpretation in logic 
Let 2 be an alphabet. We associate to Z a logical vocabulary S~, consisting of a 
binary relation symbol ~< and, for each tr ~ 2, an unary relation symbol Po- A word 
t ro , . . . ,  o -n_~2 + will be considered as a model for Sz over the universe n = 
{0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1} where <~ is interpreted by the natural order on the integers and P~ 
by {i < n lo-i = tr}. Thus, each sentence ~p of the vocabulary S:~ defines a language 
over ,Y: the set of words (seen as models for Sz) which satisfy ¢. (Note that not 
all finite models for Sz are words, but there is a sentence ~ of Sz defining words. 
Hence the ' language defined by a sentence ¢'  is in fact the language defined by ~ ^  ¢.) 
It is well known that the regular languages over 2 are exactly the languages 
defined by a monadic second-order sentence of the vocabulary Sz. 
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To characterize in similar manner  the languages of Petri nets we add to the 
vocabulary two second-order relation symbols <~s and =g whose interpretations are 
partial orders between subsets of n defined as follows: 
X<~gY iff fo ra l lm~<n,  [Xc~ml<~lYc~ml, 
X=gY iff X<~gY and Ixl=lYI. 
These relations are quite natural: for 2 = {(, )}, t ro , . . . ,  oi-1 ~ Z + is a well formed 
string of parentheses if and only if {i < n[tri = )} =g{i < n ltr ~ = (}. 
More precisely, we define a monadic second-order logic .Lf relative to Z. The symbols 
o f~ are the following: 
- individual variables Vo,. . . ,  vn, . . .  ; 
set variables V0, . . . ,  Vn,... ; 
the connectives ^,  v, 7 ,  --> ; 
- the quantifiers V, 3; 
the equality symbol =;  
- first-order elation symbols <~ (binary) and P~ (unary), for all tre ~;  
- second-order relation symbols <~g (binary) and =g (binary). 
Atomic formulas of ~ are expressions of type x=y,  x~y,  Ux, U<~gV, U=gV 
for individual variables x, y and set variables or unary first-order elation symbols 
u,v. 
Formulas of.T are obtained by appl ication of the following rules: (i) an atomic 
formula is a formula; (ii) whenever ~o, ~, are formulas, also ~o ^  ~, ~o v ~, 7~o, and 
--> ~ are formulas; (iii) if ~o is a formula and x an individual variable, then Vxq~ 
and 3x~o are formulas; and (iv) if ~o is a formula and X a set variable, then VX~o 
and 3Xq~ are formulas. 
A quantifier-free ~-formula is a formula obtained by repeated application of rules 
(i) and (ii). A first-order ~-formula is a formula obtained by the application of rules 
(i), (ii), and (iii). A ~l- formula is a ~- formula  not involving second-order relation 
symbols. 
All models we shall consider are words (in the above sense). Thus, the meaning 
of formulas is completely determined by the interpretation of ~<8 and =~ on words 
given above together with the usual rules of the semantics of monadic-second order 
logic, which we recall informally: 
Xx means "the individual x is a member of the set X" ;  
~p A ~ (respectively ~o v ~) means "~o and (respectively or) ~";  
- ~o --> ~ means " i f  ~o then ~"; 
- 7~ means "not ~o"; 
- Vx~o(x) (respectively VX~o(X)) means "for all individual x (respectively subset 
X)  of the universe, ~o(x) (respectively ~0(X))"; 
3x~0(x) (respectively 3X~o(X)) means "there is some individual x (respectively 
subset X)  of the universe, such that ~o(x) (respectively ~o(X))". 
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2.2. Logical characterizations 
We are interested in -y-sentences which define languages of Petri nets. Since 
Biichi's work it is well known that .Y-sentences not involving ~<g and =~ (i.e., 
-yl-sentences) define the regular languages; more precisely, we can state the follow- 
ing theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) L is a regular language. 
(ii) L is defined by a -y~-sentence. 
(iii) L is defined by a -yl-sentence of type 3)~tp(X), where ~o(.~) is first-order. 
The -y-sentences will give us a similar characterization f Petri net languages. 
But, we cannot hope for a condition like (ii) saying that every .Y-sentence defines 
a Petri net language, since they are not closed under complementation (a result 
which easily follows from our characterization, see Section 4). However, a condition 
like (iii) will hold. 
Let S be a set of formulas. We call positive combinations of elements of S the 
elements of the closure of S under ^  and v : clearly, all positive combinations of 
elements of S can be written in normal form as disjunctions (respectively conjunc- 
tions) of conjunctions (respectively disjunctions) of elements of S. 
Theorem 2.2. Let L be a language over an alphabet ,Y,. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) L is a Petri net language. 
(ii) L is a Petri net deadlock language. 
(iii) L is defined by a .Y-sentence of type 33~()~),  where ~(X)  is a first-order 
-y-formula. 
(iv) (Normal Form I) L is defined by a .Y-sentence of type 3.~q~(X), where ~o(X) 
is a positive combination of formulas of type X =g Y and first-order -yl-formulas. 
(v) (Normal Form II) L is defined by a -y-sentence of type 33~p(.~), where ~o(.~) 
is a boolean combination of formulas of type X <<- g Y and first-order -yl-formulas. 
Theorem 2.3. Let L be a language over an alphabet ,Y. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) L is a weak Petri net language. 
(ii) L is defined by a -y-sentence of type 3.~q~(.~), where ~o(.~) is a positive 
combination of formulas of type X <~  Y and first-order -yl-formulas. 
These characterizations show that the difference between finite automata nd 
Petri nets lies in the ability to test if X =g Y, which is exactly what is needed to 
recognize well-formed strings of parentheses. Moreover, if we consider weak Petri 
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net languages instead of Petri net languages we add <~g in place of =g, which is 
exactly what is needed to recognize prefixes of well-formed strings of parentheses. 
The following implications of Theorem 2.2 will be proved: 
(ii) (iv) 
2.3. Equivalence of the logical characterizations 
In this section we prove the equivalences between (iii), (iv), and (v) of Theorem 
2.2. 
Proof of 2.2(iii) ~ (iv). Let ~ = 3.~q~ (,~) be a &P-sentence, where ~ ()~) is a first-order 
formula. Call ~o the class of positive combinations of formulas of type X ~<g Y, 
-TX<~gY, X=gY, 7X=gY.  Then, ~o()~) can be written as Qlxx... QkXkO(X, ~), 
where O(3f, ~) is a positive combination of ~o-formulas and quantifier-free first- 
order ~-  formulas. 
We prove by induction on k- i  (O<~k-i<~k) that ~(X) can be written as 
Q~x~... QixiO(,~, x~,..., xi), where 0(3~, xb . . . ,  xi) is a positive combination of 
L~'o-fOrmulas and first-order ~-formulas. 
Suppose we already have q~(3~) as Qlxl. . .  Qj+lxj+l 0(-~, x l , . . . ,  xj+l), wherej < k. 
If Qj+l is V, then write O as Ai (sr~(-() v r/i(,~, x~,.. . ,  xj+~)) and if Q~+~ is ],  then 
we write O as V~ (~'~()() A ~7i(-~, Xa,.. . ,  xj+~)), where ~'~ is a Z/~o-fOrmula and each 
r/~ a first-order L~-formula. By the distributivity of/~ and ~' (respectively of V and 
3) and since x~+, does not occur in any ~'i, we obtain ¢(.~) as 
Q~x~... Qpc~ (~',(x) v Vx~+~ r/(X, x , , . . . ,  x~, xj+,)) 
(respectively as 
Q,x ,  . . . V ( g )  A ,7( x ,  . . . , Xj, X j+O ) ).  
! 
Finally, q~(.,Y) appears as positive combination of ~0-formulas and of first-order 
~-formulas.  Now we replace all subformulas of q~ of type X<-gY, 7X<~gY, 
--aX =g Y by their equivalent formulas in which only =g appears as second-order 
relation symbol: 
X<~e,Y <:~ 3Y'[Vx(Y'x--> Yx) AX=gY'], 
-aX<~Y ¢:> 3X '3Y ' [X '=gY '  A3Xl Vx((X'x~-->x<xIAXx) 
A ( Y'x~--~x <xl A Yx) A Xxl A 7 Yx,)], 
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~ y l  -1X gY  <:~ 3X '3Y ' [ [X '  g A3x~Vx( (X 'x ( - ->X<XlAXX)  
^ ( Y'x~-->x < xl ^ Yx)  ^  Xxt  ^  -1Yxl)] 
.= y t  v[X  g A:: : lx2Vx((Y'x~->YXAX<X2) A Yx2)]]. 
By renaming the corresponding set variables if necessary, the new second-order 
quantifiers can be moved to the left to obtain the formula ~b in the desired form 
::1~ 3 ~'~(.,~, I?), where ~()~, ~') is a positive combination of first-order ~- fo rmulas  
and formulas of type X =g Y. [] 
Proof of 2.2(iv) ~ (v). First note that X =g Y is equivalent to a second-order formula 
of Normal Form II: 
t <...> 3X' [Vx(Xx<-> Yx) v [X<<-gYA-aX '<~gYA3x 'Vx( (X  x Xxvx=x ' )  
A Yx' A -nXx' A ( Yx  ^  x > x '~ Xx))]].  
I f  ~0 = 3,~q~(.,Y) is a ~-sentence of Normal Form I we can, after having replaced 
all occurrences of type X =g Y by the former formula, move the new existential 
second-order quantifiers to the left by renaming- - i f  necessary--the corresponding 
set variables. Thus, we obtain ~ as 3J? 3 f '~(X,  Y), where ~(X, Y) is a positive 
combination of formulas of type X ~<~ Y, -~X ~<g Y and first-order ~- fo rmulas .  [] 
The proof  of 2.2(v) ~ (iii) is trivial. 
3. The main arguments 
3.1. From Petri nets to logic (proofs of  2.2(i) ~ (iv) and 2.3(0 ~ (ii)) 
As seen before, a word of length n is a structure over the ordered set {0 , . . . ,  n - 1}. 
The numbers 0 to n -  1 can be considered as successive moments of time (time 0, 
time 1 , . . . )  where transitions are fired (exactly one at each moment);  each predicate 
P~ (for crs 2 )  indicates the moment where transitions labelled tr are fired. 
Let R = (P, T,f, b, e, M0, F )  be a normal Petri net, where we write P = {p~, . . . ,  Pr} 
and T={q, . . . ,  t~}. The description of the behaviour of R by logical formulas 
makes use of the following set variables: 
- for each t ~ T, a variable Xt which indicates the moments where t is fired, 
- for each p ~ P, variables Ep and Sp indicating respectively the moments where 
one token is added to p or removed from p- -us ing  the convention that the firing 
of a transition at time i removes tokens at time i, but adds tokens at time i + 1, 
for each p ~ P, a variable Ep which takes the last token added to p and the final 
markings of p into account. 
We call ~" the sequence Xt,, X,~, Ep,, Epr, Spl, Sp,, E~,,, E '  
" " " ' " " " ' " "  " " " " " " P r "  
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Consider the following ~-formulas:  
9,(Y')=Vx ,YT X,XAP,~,)XA ,'~,~,' , 
te T,(p,t)eA 
93( Y )  = 3y  [Vx  x ~ y ^ [Vu  Vl) (y<~ U A U < I) A ~Z--q(U < Z A Z < I))) 
~pc/~p(Epv*'-~ V X,u)] ^  ( p, MAotp)=,Epy) te T,(t,p)eA pc 
Mf~F peP, Mf(p)=l t~T,(t,p)eA 
i 
V V (XtyA::qz((Epx-~x<~z)AEpz 
t~ T,(t,p)~A 
pc P, Mf(p)---O 
95(~') = p/~p Sp ~gEp, 
9;(f)= s,=,e;. 
Meaning of these formulas 
Formula 91 says that {X,},~r is a partition of the domain and, for each t~ T, 
Pe(,) contains X,, thus, to each word w a sequence ?= to, . . . ,  t,_~ whose label is w 
is associated. 
Formulas 92 and 93 say that, for all p ~ P, 
0~ Ep iff M0(p) = 1, 
i+l~Ep iff (ti, p)~A fo r0<~i~<n-1 ,  
i~Sp if[ (p, ti)eA fo r0<~i~<n-1 .  
At each moment i (1 <~ i <~ n - 1) we have to insure that transition ti can be fired, 
i.e., that, for all p ~ P, I Ep h i+ 1[ I> [Sp h i+ 11. This requirement can be expressed 
by Sp ~<gEp. But we also have to insure that after firing of t,_~ we obtain (respectively 
surpass) a final marking; thus, instead of Ep we consider E~, which depends of 
Mf(p) and of  the existence or absence of the arc (t,_~,p) not considered in the 
definition of  Ep. 
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Formula to4 says that Ep is equal to Ep less its last element if and only if Mf(p) = 1 
and (t,_l, p )~ A; otherwise, Ep and Ep are equal. 
Formula to5 gives the condit ion to surpass a final marking, Sp-<--<gEp: 
Formula to~ gives the condition to obtain a final marking, Sp -< ' ~EpandlSpl=lE;I. 
It follows from this choice of formulas that 
and that 
~//G = ~]Y[ 1<~/~<5 toi(f ')]  defines G(R). 
Since we have seen in Section 1 that for each Petri net there is a normal Petri net 
with the same language and the same weak language, the implications 2.2(i) ~ (iv) 
and 2.3(i) ~ (ii) are proved. 
3.2. From logic to Petri nets (proofs of 2.2(iv) ~ (i) and 2.3(ii) ~ (i)) 
In order to prove the results by induction we need to work on formulas and not 
only on sentences. Thus, we have to explain how to associate a language to a formula. 
Let to = to(X~, . . . ,  Xk, Xb. . . ,  Xt) be a ~-formula;  all free variables of ¢ are 
among X I , . . . ,Xk ,  Xl, . . . ,Xt.  A model of to of length n is a structure 
(W, Ab. . .  , Ak, a l , . . . ,  at), where w is a word on 2; of length n, A~ a subset of n for 
1<~ i~ < k, a /an  element of n for l~<j~< l, such that to(A1, . . . ,  Ak, ah. . . ,  al) is true 
in w. 
Such a structure can be seen as a word of length n on X x {0, 1} k+t, or as a matrix 
with n columns and k + l + 1 lines, where line 0 denotes w, line i (1 ~< i<~ k) denotes 
the characteristic function of A~ and line k÷j  (1 ~<j~< l) denotes the characteristic 
function of {aj}. 
Thus, a formula to (Xb . . . ,  Xk, Xl , . . . ,  X~) defines a language over X x{0, 1}k+l: 
the set of models of to of finite length, which we call Modto(Xb . . . ,Xk ,  
x~,...,  xt). (Note that if tO has no free variables, then this definition fits together 
with the definition of Section 2.1.) 
Our notion of language defined by a formula to(j?, )7) depends on the choice of 
the sequence J?, )7 among which the free variables of to are taken. But, the 
membership to the class of Petri net languages does not depend on this choice. In 
particular, if Mod to(j?, )7) = L(R) for some Petri net R, and Y (respectively y) is 
a new variable, then there is a Petri net R' (respectively R") such that Mod to(J?, 
Y, )7) = L(R') (respectively Mod to(j?, )7, y) = L(R")). 
To obtain the Petri net R' from R, we just have to replace each transition t of T 
by two copies to, t~ (i.e., the arcs between to (respectively h) and p e P are the same 
as those between t and these places), respectively labeled (~(o°), (~(o). 
To obtain R", first we can construct R' and then add one place q, initially marked 
by one and finally marked by zero and arcs q ~ h, for all t ~ T. 
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Remark. The same property holds for weak Petri net languages. 
Now we have to prove that each ~- formula of type 3)(~o(X, Y,)~), where 
~0()(, Y, ~) is a positive combination of formulas of type X =g Y (respectively 
X <~ gY) and first-order formulas of ~7~, defines a language L(R)  (respectively G(R))  
for some Petri net R. 
First, we associate to a first-order formula ~0(.~, ~) of ~?~ a Petri net R- -which  
is in fact a finite state machine--such that Mod¢ = L(R)= G(R). The proof is 
obtained by induction on the construction of formulas, as follows. 
For the atomic formulas 
~o~(x, y) := x ~ y; ~2( Y, x) := Yx; q~3(x) := P,x 
the associated Petri nets R1, R2, R 3 are represented in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
We write next to each transit ion t its label with the following convention: 
(i) a transit ion t with more than one label means that for each label there is a 
copy of t with this label, 
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{o {o 
Fig. 3. 
The initial marking is represented by tokens (dots) in the places, the final marking 
F is given by the set of vectors My= (m~,..., mr) T, indicating that, for all i<~ r, 
My(p,) = m,. 
Since 
Mod(~01A ~o2)(.X , x )= Mod ~Ol(X , X)("3 Mod ~0:(Z ~), 
Mod(~o, v ~:)(X, X)= Mod ~o,(.~, ~)u  Mod ~0:(X, X), 
Mod(-l~pl)(P~ , X)=C Mod ~o,(.~, X) 
and since regular languages are closed by complement, union, and intersection, 
there are finite automata nd also Petri nets which recognize these languages. 
In order to obtain an automaton or a Petri net which recognize Mod 3y ~p (.~, X, y), 
we just take the automaton or the Petri net whose language is Mod ~0(X, X, y) and 
forget the line which corresponds to y in the labelling of arcs (respectively transi- 
tions). 
Now we associate Petri nets to the atomic formulas (see Figs. 4 and 5, respectively) 
~4(X, Y) := X =g Y and ~s(X, Y) := X <~g Y. 
Note that the language and the weak language of R4 are not the same: L(R4)= 
Mod ~04(X, Y), G(R4)= Mod ~5(X, Y); for R5 these languages coincide: L(Rs)= 
G(Rs) = Mod ~os(X, Y). 
m 
Q t -i 
Fig. 4. 
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g 17 tlr (o),(:),(o) 
o:  .t -i 
Fig. 5. 
Since Petri net languages (respectively weak languages) are closed by union and 
intersection, each positive combination of formulas of type X =~ Y (respectively 
X <~g Y) and first-order formulas of ~Y~ defines a Petri net language (respectively 
weak language). 
These classes of languages are also closed by existential second-order quan- 
tification: the Petri net recognizing Mod 3 Y~0(~', Y, 2) is just the Petri net whose 
language is Mod ~(X, Y, 2) and where the line designating Y in the labelling of 
transitions is forgotten. 
3.3. Petri net languages and deadlock languages (proof of2.2(i)¢~ (ii)) 
It is a well-known result [4] that every Petri net deadlock language is also a 
Petri net language. (This result can also be obtained by expressing such a language 
in the logical formalism, like the proof of 2.2(i) ~ (iv).) Thus, we just have to prove 
that Petri net languages are also Petri net deadlock languages. 
Let R be a Petri net. We first modify R into a Petri net R' whose final marking 
is the zero marking (i.e., zero token at each place). In order to do this we add 
(i) a place q and, for all t ~ T, the arcs q ~ t and t ~ q, 
(ii) for all t~ T and M~N"  such that M(t )M s for some Mse F, a transition t' 
with e(t')= e(t) and the arcs q~ t', p-->M~P)t', for all p, such that M(p)~O.  
Further, we set M'o(r)= 1, M6(p)= Mo(p), for all p e P. Hence, for all w e ~+, 
w ~ L(R) iiI w ~ L(R'). 
Now we have to modify R' into a Petri net R" which avoids all deadlock situations 
other than in the zero marking. We attain this aim by adding for each place p ~ P' 
a place p' and two new transitions tp and t~, arbitrary labelled in 2, and the arcs 
p->te, tp~p', p'~t'p, and t'p~p'. We set Mg(p)=M'o(p) and Mg(p ' )=0,  for all 
peP' .  
This new net R" has the following properties: 
(i) for every nonzero marking on the places of P', a new transition can fire, 
(ii) if a new transition has fired, then R" never deadlocks. 
Therefore, for all sequences i of T" the following holds: R" deadlocks after having 
fired t" if and only if t" is a sequence of T' and R' deadlocks in the zero marking 
after having fired ~. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
4.1. The use of  the logical formal ism 
In order to prove that a language is a Petri net language (or a weak Petri net 
language) it is sufficient o find a logical formula which defines these languages. 
This is much easier than explicitly giving the Petri net associated with the language. 
For instance, L1 = {anb n I n >i 1} is defined by 
qh := Pb =gPa A Vx Vy ((Pax A PbY) "-'> X <y) ,  
L2 = {anb2%~ln >- 1} is defined by 
~o2 := :IX =1 y [Pc =~ Y A Y =gX A X =~P~ A Vx (Xx  v Yx) ~ Pbx) 
A Vu Vx  Vy  Vz ((P,,u A Xx  A Yy A Pcz) 
~(U<XAX<yA y<Z) ) ] ,  
t3= {a, b}÷llwla = Iwlb} is defined by 
q~3 := =IZ [Vx Vy ( (Zx  A y < X) -~ Zy)  A Pa =e, Z A Pb =~Z], 
L4 = {w E ~+1 w # w R} is defined by 
~04: = 3X 3 Y3x  3y[Vz  ((Xz~--~z<-x) A ( Yz~--~z~ y)) 
A Y=gX  ^  V (PoX A 
Since palindroms are not Petri net languages, the last mentioned example gives 
the logical proof that Petri net languages are not closed under complementation 
and shows that we cannot hope to obtain a complete analogy to Biichi's theorem. 
4.2. The difference between Petri languages and weak Petri net languages 
In order to justify the difference between logical formalisms for Petri net languages 
and weak Petri net languages, we have to prove that the two notions do not coincide 
(i.e., L___ G), and, in particular, that the language defined by X =g Y is not a weak 
Petri net language. This follows from the next proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. LI = {a'~b nI n >>- 1} is not a weak Petri net language. 
The proof uses the following combinatoric fact on vectors (known as the Lemma 
of Dickson), which can be proved by applying the Ramsey Theorem. 
Fact. Let E ~ N k, k >I 1, be an infinite set of  vectors of  length k and B ~ E the set of 
minimal vectors of E for the ordering <~ defined by: e <~ f iff, for all i <~ k, e( i) ~ f (  i). 
Then B is finite. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. Assume that R is a Petri net whose weak language is L1. 
For all i~  > 1, let ~, g~ be a firing sequence with e(~) = a ~, e(gi) = b i, for which there 
exist markings M~, M~ and a final marking M~ ~ F such that Mo(?~> M~(g~> M~ 
and M~ t> My,. 
The set of minimal vectors of {Mil i I> 1} being finite, there are distinct numbers 
m and n such that M,  <~ M,,. Since M,(gn > M' ,  we have Mm(g, > M'  for some 
M/> M' ,  and therefore arab ~ ~ L~, contrary to the definition of this language. [] 
Proposition 4.2. The language defined by ~X <~g Y is not a weak Petri net language. 
Corollary 4.3. The language defined by X = g Y is not a weak Petri net language. 
Proof. Assume that - -qX<~gY defines a weak Petri net language. By the closure 
properties of weak Petri net languages, the formula X =g Y, which is equivalent to 
a formula involving only subformulas with second-order relation symbols of type 
U<~gV and -1U<-gV (see the proof of 2 .2( iv)~(v) ) ,  defines a weak Petri net 
language, too. 
It follows that the classes of Petri net languages and weak Petri net languages 
are the same, which is a contradiction to Proposition 4.1. [] 
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